Abstract. In this paper we present a domain specific language for describing an automation system, that is, its hardware and software components. These domain components form the basis of large-scale reuse so that specific automation systems can be configured efficiently.
Context and Motivation
Our research group cooperates with an industry partner that is a dominant player in the area of so-called engine test bed systems that are used, for example, in the automotive industry for developing and optimizing combustion engines. Engine test bed systems are specific automation systems. Typical functions of an engine test bed system are the parameterization and visualization of its real-world components, such as the engine under test, and the sensors, as well as the measured values. The corresponding software has evolved over the last two decades and comprises about 1.5 million lines of code, mainly written in C++ and C. Originally, one of the main goals was to improve the current system's usability. A major hurdle for the users of the current system is the fact that the domain entities they have in mind (such as engines, dynamometers, measurement and conditioning devices) do not match well with the entities in its user interface. For example, a person who configures a test bed would like to deal with a graphical representation of the test bed entities, with the parameters and measured values associated with the physical components. In a typical setup there are about 10,000 parameters with about 120,000 values to be set correctly. In other words, the domain components should also be the entities the user deals with. The domain components should be reusable assets that allow an efficient configuration of a specific engine test bed system. For that purpose we defined the Domain Component Description Language (DCDL) sketched in the next section.
Domain Component Description Language (DCDL)
DCDL is a domain specific language for describing the components of a test bed automation system, either as text or in an equivalent visual form. For the sake of brevity we use the textual representation below.
The primary entities of DCDL are components which describe the structure and the behavior of automation system components such as the engine under test or measurement devices, but also the relevant properties of an automation system's software components. The electric current is an example of a physical component property. The explicit description of hardware and software properties is required to check the validity of compositions and thus to ensure the consistency of the DCDL model.
Consider, for example, a temperature sensor and a measurement device. The sensor's DCDL description comprises its plug's shape and its emitted electrical signal. The measurement device's description also comprises its plug's shape and its accepted electrical signal. If the sensor and the measurement device are connected in the test bed description, a validity check is performed that only allows the sensor to be plugged into the measurement device if both the plug shape and the electrical signals match. 
